
  

 

 

  

Elm Class Weekly News –27.9.21- 1.10.21 

Wonderful progress 

with independent 

dressing skills week! 

Another fun filled week in Elm 

class this week.  We are so proud 

of how well the children are 

doing. Lots of fabulous 

communication!!! 

Lots of interactions 

with friends ☺ 



Doctors Role Play!  

  

Outdoor exploring and 

fun!       

Attention Autism – Egg 

splat 



 

REMINDERS– 

Thank you to those who have sent in money for class, if you haven’t yet done so please can we ask for 

a contribution. We kindly ask for £2 per half term from each child. This not only pays for snacks but 

also the messy play resources we need to replenish each week. As you can imagine this can be quite 

costly so we would very much appreciate the donation towards this. Remember that school photos are 

being taken on Monday!! 

Feel free to contact either of us on the school phone number/school email and one of us will get back to 

you ASAP.  

This is our new class email elm@acorns.lancs.sch.uk please use this for correspondence to ensure 

neither of us miss messages and we can ensure good communication via home & school. 

 

Another fantastic week in Elm class. We are just so proud of how well the children are doing! 

They are such little stars; really trying hard and giving it their all! ☺ 

This week we have enjoyed two attention Autism sessions – The first one was an egg splat! 

The children were amazing. Just soooo engaged. It’s wonderful to see ☺ The second was 

rainbow themed as we’ve seen lots of them this week with the weather.  

We have not let the dreadful weather deter us from enjoying the outdoors. Thank you to all 

who sent in waterproof clothing. We enjoyed lots of outdoor provision this week; practicing our 

physical targets. We used the rain to make mud paint! We used a range of tools to practice our 

mark making skills on a large scale using our mud paint. 

This weeks fun with food was Pizza topping tasting! We used our senses dice to determine 

which sense to use! We talked about the texture of foods, the smell, their colours also then 

some children enjoyed tasting. Particularly Cole with the cheese! We then played with pizza 

dough; rolling and cutting it. We decorated little pizza bases by ‘spreading’ tomato sauce and 

‘sprinkling’ cheese. YUMMY!  

There was yet more deliciousness when making fruit smoothies! The children were fantastic 

using the switch to operate the blender. The children really enjoyed cutting the strawberries 

and followed instructions well ☺ 

The children particularly enjoyed a Doctors role play this week. There were some lovely 

interactions where they were taking care of each other and helping them to feel better. It 

was very sweet. Peer interactions continued with a Fish game that deemed popular ☺  

We revisited a firm favourite of ‘We’re going on a bear hunt’ to explore a range of textures, 

repetition of familiar phrases and to have fun exploring the sensory activities. 

Yet again just fantastic efforts with dressing skills within P.E! This is super!!! 

Have a lovely weekend 

From all of the Elm Class Team       
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